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Shoppers Discover an Inspired Father’s Day Gift Guide
and Easy Ideas at Catalogs.com
Buzz up! {0} votes
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A Father's Day gift guide provides shopping inspiration, especially if
the gift guide includes items from dedicated online shopping website
featuring more than 650 online stores and catalogs.

(PRWEB) May 17, 2010 -- Give five avid catalog shoppers a list of
dads, 650 online catalogs and a looming deadline. End up with gift
ideas for every dad, from personalized poker bar glasses to a cedarlined cigar case. Their very best ideas and shopping deals are featured
in the Catalogs.com 2010 Father’s Day Gift Guide.
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“Dads come in all ages, all sizes and all personalities, and Catalogs.com is the place to find exactly what you
are looking for, even if you don’t know it until you see it,” says Catalogs.com co-founder, Leslie Linevsky.
“Many people stress about choosing a gift for someone, so we try to think out of the box and do some
creative shopping. Someone here said, ‘How about these cool skateboards,’ and what better gift for a young,
first-time dad? We spend every day working with great catalogs and shopping Web sites, so we all are ‘expert
shoppers.’”
Items on the Father’s Day Gift Guide cover a wide range of hobbies, interests and budgets. At the luxury end
PDFmyURL.com

of the spectrum is a remote control Ferrari boat from Hand Crafted Model Ships, on sale for $699. At the
opposite end of the price spectrum, the gift guide features a digital photo keychain, from HandStands, for
$29.99. The Father’s Day Gift Guide covers motorcycle gear, spa supplies, jewelry, golf gadgets and tools.
For inspired gift-giving, the internet delivers thousands and thousands of shopping options. A gift guide is a
great tool to guide your search. If the ideas on a gift guide don’t fit, they serve to send a shopper browsing in
the right direction. A gift for a dad, stepdad or a grandfather should show that someone spent time looking for
just the gift that he will truly enjoy.
About Catalogs.com
Catalogs.com is the Internet’s trusted authority on catalog shopping. For over 13 years, shoppers have
universally recognized Catalogs.com as a premier shopping service, attracting more than 950,000 unique
visitors each month. With 36 unique categories, the comprehensive website allows consumers to preview
hundreds of catalogs and provides the opportunity to opt-in to receive a specific catalog, shop major and
specialty retail websites and find great savings offers from hundreds of merchants.
###
Catalogs.com
Anne Rose
954-659-9005
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